MGCSA CHAMPIONSHIP

The Minikahda Club
September 8, 2008

CHAMPIONSHIP FLIGHT

80  Dean Wojtczak, Whispering Pines GC
81  Jeff Pinto, New Prague GC
82  Mike Kelly, Bayer Environmental
83  Tom Notch, Bent Creek GC
84  Dave Newinski, Herfort Norby Golf Architects
84  Arik Hemquist, Brackett's Crossing CC
84  Jamie Olsen, GreenImage LLC
85  Dan Hinton, Jackson GC
85  Denny Perreault, Pheasant Acres GC
85  Mike Brower, Minnesota Valley GC
86  Jeff Backstrom, Cannon GC
86  Wayde West, Hoyt Lakes GC
87  David Johnson, Rich Spring GC
88  Donnacha O'Connor, Alexandria GC
89  Bruce Leland, Bridge Solutions
89  Troy Lang, Minnesota Valley CC
89  Bill Brooks, Rose Lake GC
90  Jacob Kocak, Prestwick GC
90  Jeremy Walker, Castlewood GC
90  Scottie Hines, CGCS, Windsong Farm GC
91  Dan Brown, ParAide Products Co.
92  Tom Meier, LeSueur CC
93  Andrew Carlson, TPC Twin Cities GC
94  Tom Proshek, Brackett's Crossing CC
94  Barry Provo, Deer Run GC
99  Steve Makowske, Interlachen CC
99  Kris Johannsen, The Wilds GC
100 Scott Paquette, Heritage Links GC
103 Jared Keller, Minneapolis GC

Jeff Johnson, Host Superintendent for the MGCSA Championship at The Minikahda Club, along with his staff, presented the course in beautiful shape with lightning-fast greens. Jeff won the 2nd Flight with a net 75.
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